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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ForeScout Enhances Access and Threat Management through Integration with
Palo Alto Networks Next-Gen Firewalls and WildFire
CAMPBELL, Calif., November 12, 2014 – ForeScout Technologies, Inc., the leading provider of pervasive
network security solutions for Global 2000 enterprises and government organizations, today announced
interoperability between ForeScout CounterACT™ and Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls and
WildFire™ to secure network and application access, enforce endpoint compliance and fortify threat management.
These integrations, enabled via ForeScout’s ControlFabric™ architecture, allow mutual customers of ForeScout and
Palo Alto Networks to enforce user- and role-based access to network resources and web applications, to ensure
endpoint compliance, and to identify and contain advanced persistent threats (APTs) and zero-day attacks.
"To detect and respond to cyberthreats, organizations need more information about network access, user and device
activities, policy violations and anomalous behavior. When we asked how enterprises will change their security
technology strategy decisions over the next 24 months, 44 percent of respondents said they will design and build a
more integrated security architecture. Why? Large organizations want integrated intelligence, policy management,
and command and control to improve risk management, incident detection/responses and security automation,” said
Jon Oltsik, senior principal analyst at Enterprise Strategy Group. "The ForeScout and Palo Alto Networks
combination illustrates how interoperability can yield a level of contextual control and policy-based response needed
to help organizations get ahead of security issues while optimizing resources."
ForeScout CounterACT/Palo Alto Networks WildFire Integration
ForeScout CounterACT works with Palo Alto Networks WildFire to provide mutual customers with real-time
visibility and compliance management of devices on enterprise networks, effective response to APTs and zero-day
threats, and automation to efficiently mitigate APTs and reduce mean-time-to-resolution.
WildFire provides an end-to-end approach to detecting modern cyberattacks and APTs that rely on stealth,
persistence and the skilled avoidance of traditional security defenses. It utilizes a malware analysis
environment in which new and unknown malware and exploits can run and be identified. Once an attack is
detected, the Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Firewall informs CounterACT of the affected systems,
allowing CounterACT to detect and quarantine infected endpoints on the enterprise network. Download
the CounterACT / WildFire solution brief.
ForeScout CounterACT/Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Firewall Integration
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ForeScout CounterACT works with Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls to deliver comprehensive insight
into corporate and personal devices accessing and on a network in order to effectuate bring-your-own-device
(BYOD) policies, enforce endpoint compliance and mitigate risks.
CounterACT detects devices, corporate and personal, as soon as they connect to the network, and obtains user,
authentication and device configuration and security context. It communicates real-time user login and logoff to
Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls, enabling organizations to apply firewall policies to enforce access to
applications and content based on user identity, regardless of device type, ownership, IP address or location.
Additionally, CounterACT communicates device non-compliance to Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls,
allowing joint customers to restrict those devices from accessing certain applications or parts of the network.
Download the CounterACT / NGFW solution brief.
“Combining the Palo Alto Networks Next-Generation Firewall and WildFire with ForeScout CounterACT provides
enterprises the real-time identity, endpoint and access intelligence and flexible control needed to mitigate user,
device, application and malware risks,” said Gilad Walden, vice president of Products at ForeScout. “Our
integration with Palo Alto Networks shows how bringing together best-of-breed solutions can help customers get the
most benefit from their security investments and dramatically improve IT agility.”
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About ForeScout Technologies, Inc.
ForeScout delivers pervasive network security by allowing organizations to continuously monitor and mitigate
security exposures and cyberattacks. The company's CounterACT platform dynamically identifies and assesses
network users, endpoints and applications to provide visibility, intelligence and policy-based mitigation of security
issues. ForeScout’s open ControlFabric technology allows a broad range of IT security products and management
systems to share information and automate remediation actions. Because ForeScout’s solutions are easy to deploy,
unobtrusive, flexible and scalable, as of September 30, 2014, they have been chosen by more than 1,700 enterprises
and government agencies in 54 countries. Headquartered in Campbell, California, ForeScout offers its solutions
through its network of authorized distributors and resellers worldwide. Learn more at www.forescout.com.
Palo Alto Networks and WildFire are trademarks of Palo Alto Networks, Inc. in the United States and in jurisdictions throughout the world.
ForeScout Technologies, Inc. is a privately held Delaware corporation. ForeScout, the ForeScout logo, CounterACT™ and ControlFabric™ are
trademarks of ForeScout. Other names mentioned may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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